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In General

Step 1: Consult a textbook when you start with a specific topic that is still (partly) unknown to you.

Step 2: When reading textbooks etc. note down document references. A document reference is a good starting point to find literature.

Comments on different treaties are also very interesting sources for information, references etc.

Step 3: Journal articles will point to relevant sources law, key concepts and legal developments. These journal articles contain furthermore: book reviews, bibliographic information, reports of cases. Yearbooks are useful for orientation, quick reference and the development in a specific field of law.

Textbooks and Journals on International Law are to be found under the tabs: Textbooks and Journals

Commentaries International Law

Starting your Research

- ASIL INSIGHTS
- EJIL (European Journal of International law) See under: Literature for this journal
- WorldLII
- Researching Public International Law
- SSRN
- EISIL (Electronic Information System for Int Law)
- Institut de Droit International (IDI)
- Lex Mercatoria (Int Eco Business Law)
- T.M.C. Asser Institute
- IDI (Theoretical index of resolutions)
Thesis Guide and Referencing

- Thesis Guide
- Oscola 4th edition
- Oscola Quick Reference Guide
- Oscola Citing International Law
- How to Cite Content from MPEPIL
- FAQ from OSCOLA
An Example of MPEPIL Max Planck Encyclopedia of Public International Law will follow.
**International Law: Search Strategies and Techniques**

**Step 1: Preparation**
- Define your topic: Use textbooks
- Determine search terms
  - Dictionaries: Use the Reference Box on the homepage e.g. Parry & Grant encyclopaedic dictionary of international law
  - Encyclopedia: Use the Max Planck Encyclopedia Of Public International Law on the Specific Databases Tab

**Step 2: Select Databases and Catalogues**

General Library Catalogue (Smartcat) only to be used for:
- Checking whether material is available
- First orientation on your topic
  - Not only Scientific Publications
  - Not every journal is indexed!

Specialized (Literature) Databases
- Peace Palace Library Catalogue
  - Use the link on the Specific Databases Tab
  - Use the hyperlinks in the titles to find related publications
  - Use smartcat to find specific titles

**Step 3: Searching for Publications**

- Trouble Shooting: Too many publications
  - Specify with more search terms (AND)
  - Search within specific fields (title words, subject keywords)
  - Use more specific search terms
  - Use limiters, e.g. period
  - Use the NOT operator to exclude terms

- Trouble Shooting: Too few publications
  - Think of synonyms (OR)
  - Look up official terms (dictionaries, handbooks, encyclopedia)
  - Use truncation co(n)ti* child*
  - Check the reference list of articles that you have found

Please contact us when you keep having problems using the search strategies and techniques! See the contact tab in this libguide.

Compile your list of interesting Keywords

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Step 1: Preparation

- Define your topic: Use textbooks
- Determine search terms
  - Dictionaries: Use the Reference Box on the homepage e.g. Parry & Grant encyclopedic dictionary of international law
  - Encyclopedia: Use the Max Planck Encyclopedia of Public International Law on the Specific Databases Tab

Compile your list of interesting Keywords

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Step 2: Select Databases and Catalogues

General Library Catalogue (Smartcat) only to be used for:

- Checking whether material is available
- First orientation on your topic
  - Not only Scientific Publications
  - Not every journal is indexed!

Specialized (Literature) Databases

- Peace Palace Library Catalogue
  - Use the link on the Specific Databases Tab
  - Use the hyperlinks in the titles to find related publications
  - Use smartcat to find specific titles

Specialized Databases and Websites

- Interesting links: (also on the Databases Tab)
  - UN EU WHO WTO Universal Human Rights Index
  - SSRN (Social Science Research Network) ECHR
  - HUDOC and How to use HUDOC Google Scholar

Step 3: Searching for Publications

- Trouble Shooting: Too many publications
  - Specify with more search terms (AND)
  - Search within specific fields (title words, subject keywords)
  - Use more specific search terms
  - Use limiters, e.g. period
  - Use the NOT operator to exclude terms

- Trouble Shooting: Too few publications
  - Think of synonyms (OR)
  - Look up official terms (dictionaries, handbooks, encyclopedia)
  - Use truncation cognit* child*
  - Check the reference list of articles that you have found

Please contact us when you keep having problems using the search strategies and techniques! See the contact tab in this libguide.
International Law: Home

Thesis Guide and Referencing
- Thesis Guide
- Oscola 4th edition
- Oscola Quick Reference Guide
- Oscola Citing International Law
- How to Cite Content from MPEPIL
- FAQ from OSCOLA

Textbooks
- Textbooks General
- Textbooks Private International Law and Comparative Private Law
- Textbooks International Commercial Law
- Textbooks International Criminal Law
- Textbooks International Economic and Business Law
- International Environmental Law
- International Human Rights Law
- International Labour Law
- International Humanitarian Law
- Textbooks Law of International Organisations
- Textbooks Public International Law

Difficulties with opening documents in nester of MPEPIL
If documents of the Max Planck Encyclopedia of Public International Law (MPEPIL) do not open in your nester course, go to the database part of this website. Search for the document directly in MPEPIL and it will open.

QUICK LINKS INTERNATIONAL LAW
- ICJ
- ICC
- ECHR
- ECHR Judgments

LLM Thesis Workshop
- Form International Law
  Form updated febr. 2018

* Textbooks and Journals on International Law are to be found under the tabs. Textbooks and Journals
  * Commentaries International Law
Step 1: Preparation

- Define your topic: Use textbooks
- Determine search terms
  - Dictionaries: Use the Reference Box on the homepage e.g.: Parry & Grant encyclopaedic dictionary of international law
  - Encyclopedia: Use the Max Planck Encyclopedia of Public International Law on the Specific Databases Tab

Step 2: Select Databases and Catalogues

General Library Catalogue (Smartcat) only to be used for:
- Checking whether material is available
- First orientation on your topic
  - Not only Scientific Publications
  - Not every journal is indexed!

Specialized (Literature) Databases

- Peace Palace Library Catalogue
  - Use the link on the Specific Databases Tab
  - Use the hyperlinks in the titles to find related publications
  - Use smartcat to find specific titles

Step 3: Searching for Publications

- Trouble Shooting: Too many publications
  - Specify with more search terms (AND)
  - Search within specific fields (title words, subject keywords)
  - Use more specific search terms
  - Use limiters, e.g. period
  - Use the NOT operator to exclude terms

- Trouble Shooting: Too few publications
  - Think of synonyms (OR)
  - Look up official terms (dictionaries, handbooks, encyclopedia)
  - Use truncation cognit* child*
  - Check the reference list of articles that you have found

Please contact us when you keep having problems using the search strategies and techniques! See the contact tab in this libguide.
An Example of MPEPIL Max Planck Encyclopedia of Public International Law
Customary International Law

Tullio Treves

Content type: Encyclopedia entries

Product: Max Planck Encyclopedia of Public International Law [MPEPIL]

Subject(s): Customary international law — State practice — Opinio juris — Codification — Soft law — General principles of international law — Responsibility of international organizations — Membership in international organizations — Treaties, effect for third states — Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties — State practice in international agreements

1 The expression ‘customary international law’ concerns, on the one hand, the process through which international law are formed, and, on the other, the rules formed through such a process. While these rules are necessarily not necessarily general in scope, all existing general rules of international law are customary (see part II of General International Law [Principles, Rules and Standards]). 2 Even though language is necessary for the content, expression through language is not an indispensable element of customary...
Customary International Law

Tullio Treves

Content type: Encyclopedia entries
Article last updated: November 2006

Subject(s):

Published under the auspices of the Max Planck Foundation for International Peace and the Rule of

International Law [MPEFL]
**Customary International Law**

OUP Max Planck Encyclopedia of Public International Law

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content Type</th>
<th>Commentary and analysis, Encyclopedia entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Product</strong></td>
<td>Max Planck Encyclopedia of Public International Law [MPEPIL]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citations</strong></td>
<td>MPEPIL 1393 [OUP reference/ID]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Step 1 Preparation

- Define your topic: Follow the three steps on the home page (In General box)
- Determine search terms
  - Dictionaries: Use the Reference Box on the home page e.g.: Parry & Grant encyclopaedic dictionary of international law
  - Encyclopedia: Use the Max Planck Encyclopedia Of Public International Law on the Specific Databases Tab

### Step 2: Select Databases and Catalogues

**General Library Catalogue (Smartcat)** only to be used for:
- Checking whether material is available
- First orientation on your topic
  - Not only Scientific Publications
  - **Not every journal is indexed!**

**Specialized (Literature) Databases**
- Peace Palace Library Catalogue
  - Use the link on the Specific Databases Tab
  - Use the hyperlinks in the titles to find related publications
  - Use smartcat to find specific titles

**Specialized Databases and Websites**
- Interesting links: (also on the Databases Tab)
  - UN EU WHO WTO Universal Human Rights Index SSRN (Social Science Research Network) ECHR HUDOC and How to use

### Step 3: Searching for Publications

- **Trouble Shooting:** Too many publications
  - Specify with more search terms (AND)
  - Search within specific fields (title words, subjects, keywords)
  - Use more specific search terms
  - Use limiters, e.g.: period
  - Use the NOT operator to exclude terms

- **Trouble Shooting:** Too few publications
  - Think of synonyms (OR)
  - Look up official terms (dictionaries, handbooks, encyclopedia)
  - Use truncation cognit* child*
  - Check the reference list of articles that you have found + citation search (citation search: look for the latest publication of an author that was cited in an article you liked)

Please contact us when you keep having problems
International Law: Search Strategies and Techniques

Step 1: Preparation
- Define your topic: Follow the three steps on the home page (In General box)
- Determine search terms
  - Dictionaries: Use the Reference Box on the home page e.g.: Parry & Grant encyclopaedic dictionary of international law
  - Encyclopedia: Use the Max Planck Encyclopedia Of Public International Law on the Specific Databases Tab

Step 2: Select Databases and Catalogues
General Library Catalogue (Smartcat) only to be used for:
- Checking whether material is available
- First orientation on your topic
  - Not only Scientific Publications
  - Not every journal is indexed!
Specialized (Literature) Databases
- Peace Palace Library Catalogue
  - Use the link on the Specific Databases Tab
  - Use the hyperlinks in the titles to find related publications
  - Use smartcat to find specific titles

Step 3: Searching for Publications
- Trouble Shooting: Too many publications
  - Specify with more search terms (AND)
  - Search within specific fields (title words, subjects, keywords)
  - Use more specific search terms
  - Use limiters, e.g.: period
  - Use the NOT operator to exclude terms
- Trouble Shooting: Too few publications
  - Think of synonyms (OR)
  - Look up official terms (dictionaries, handbooks, encyclopedia)
  - Use truncation cognit* child*
  - Check the reference list of articles that you have found + citation search (citation search: look for the latest publication of an author that was cited in an article you liked)

Compile your list of interesting Keywords

Please contact us when you keep having problems
Step 1: Preparation

- Define your topic: Follow the three steps on the home page (In General box)
- Determine search terms
  - Dictionaries: Use the Reference Box on the home page e.g.: Parry & Grant encyclopaedic dictionary of international law
  - Encyclopedia: Use the Max Planck Encyclopedia Of Public International Law on the Specific Databases Tab

Step 2: Select Databases and Catalogues

General Library Catalogue (Smartcat) only to be used for:
- Checking whether material is available
- First orientation on your topic
  - Not only Scientific Publications
  - Not every journal is indexed!

Specialized (Literature) Databases
- Peace Palace Library Catalogue
  - Use the link on the Specific Databases Tab
  - Use the hyperlinks in the titles to find related publications
  - Use smartcat to find specific titles

Step 3: Searching for Publications

- Trouble Shooting: Too many publications
  - Specify with more search terms (AND)
  - Search within specific fields (title words, subjects, keywords)
  - Use more specific search terms
  - Use limiters, e.g.: period
  - Use the NOT operator to exclude terms
- Trouble Shooting: Too few publications
  - Think of synonyms (OR)
  - Look up official terms (dictionaries, handbooks, encyclopedia)
  - Use truncation cognit” child”
  - Check the reference list of articles that you have found + citation search (citation search: look for the latest publication of an author that was cited in an article you liked)

Compile your list of interesting Keywords

Interesting links: (also on the Databases Tab)
- UN
- EU
- WHO
- WTO
- Universal Human Rights Index
- SSRN (Social Science Research Network)
- ECHR
- HUDOC and How to use
Personal smartcat-account

In order to reserve books or request books out of the depository of the library you will need a personal smartcat-account. Follow these steps to create such an account:

1. Go to smartcat. Click on "sign in" in the top-right hand corner. Choose "set/reset password" and use the number on the back of your student card as the user name.
2. Use the link in the email you receive.
3. Change your password.
4. Log in with your new password.

With a personal account it is also possible to save complicated search strings.

Interlibrary Loan

If the University Library does not have the material you need (books or articles) you can request them from another library in the Netherlands through Interlibrary Loan (ILL).

More information on Interlibrary Loan

Smartcat often falsely does not offer an Inter Library Loan button. In that case, we direct you to the Picarta interface. Please contact the service desk for more information (phone: 050-3635020) via e-mail servicedesk-bibliotheek@rug.nl.
1. Drones and unmanned aerial systems: legal and social implications for security and surveillance
   by Aleš Završnik
   "This book tackles the regulatory issues of Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) or Remotely-Piloted Aerial Systems (RPA), which have profound consequences for privacy, security and other fun... Read More
   Held by: University of Groningen

2. Drones to protect
   by David Whetham
   While the more contentious use of drones to carry out targeted killings is often focused upon, very little attention has been paid to the potential benefits that their unarmed vari... Read More
1. **Drones and unmanned aerial systems: legal and social implications for security and surveillance**
   
   *by Aleš Završnik*
   
   "This book tackles the regulatory issues of Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) or Remotely-Piloted Aerial Systems (RPAS) which have profound consequences for privacy, security and other fun... [Read More]
   
   **Held by:** University of Groningen

2. **Drones to protect**
   
   *by David Whetham*
   
   Source: The International Journal of Human Rights v19 n2 (20150217): 199-210
   
   "While the more contentious use of drones to carry out targeted killings is often focused upon, very little attention has been paid to the potential benefits that their unarmed vari... [Read More]
General Database: Smartcat

- First orientation on your topic
Step 1 Preparation
- Define your topic: Follow the three steps on the home page (In General box)
- Determine search terms
  - Dictionaries: Use the Reference Box on the home page e.g.: Parry & Gar punctuated dictionary of international law
  - Encyclopedia: Use the: Max Planck Encyclopedia Of Public International Law on the Specific Databases Tab

Step 2: Select Databases and Catalogues
General Library Catalogue (Smartcat) only to be used for:
- Checking whether material is available
- First orientation on your topic
  - Not only Scientific Publications
  - Not every journal is indexed!

Specialized (Literature) Databases
- Peace Palace Library Catalogue
  - Use the link on the Specific Databases Tab
  - Use the hyperlinks in the titles to find related publications
  - Use smartcat to find specific titles

Step 3: Searching for Publications
- Trouble Shooting: Too many publications
  - Specify with more search terms (AND)
  - Search within specific fields (title words, subjects, keywords)
  - Use more specific search terms
  - Use limiters, e.g.: period
  - Use the NOT operator to exclude terms
- Trouble Shooting: Too few publications
  - Think of synonyms (OR)
  - Look up official terms (dictionaries, handbooks, encyclopedia)
  - Use truncation cognit* child*
  - Check the reference list of articles that you have found + citation search (citation search: look for the latest publication of an author that was cited in an article you liked)

Interesting links: (also on the Databases Tab)
UN EU WHO WTO Universal Human Rights Index SSRN (Social Science Research Network) ECHR HUDOC and How to use

Please contact us when you keep having problems
Step 1: Preparation
- Define your topic: Follow the three steps on the home page (In General box)
- Determine search terms
  - Dictionaries: Use the Reference Box on the home page e.g.: Parry & Grant encyclopaedic dictionary of international law
  - Encyclopedia: Use the Max Planck Encyclopedia Of Public International Law on the Specific Databases Tab

Step 2: Select Databases and Catalogues
- General Library Catalogue (Smartcat) only to be used for:
  - Checking whether material is available
  - First orientation on your topic
  - Not only Scientific Publications
  - Not every journal is indexed!
- Specialized (Literature) Databases
  - Peace Palace Library Catalogue
    - Use the link on the Specific Databases Tab
    - Use the hyperlinks in the titles to find related publications
    - Use smartcat to find specific titles

Step 3: Searching for Publications
- Trouble Shooting: Too many publications
  - Specify with more search terms (AND)
  - Search within specific fields (title words, subjects, keywords)
  - Use more specific search terms
  - Use limiters, e.g.: period
  - Use the NOT operator to exclude terms
- Trouble Shooting: Too few publications
  - Think of synonyms (OR)
  - Look up official terms (dictionaries, handbooks, encyclopedia)
  - Use truncation cognit* child*
  - Check the reference list of articles that you have found + citation search (citation search: look for the latest publication of an author that was cited in an article you liked)

Please contact use when you keep having problems
International Law: Specific Databases

Max Planck Encyclopedia Of Public International Law
- Link to MPEPIL

Peace Palace Library
- Catalogue PPL
- Research Guides

Hein Online
- Direct link to Hein Online
- What is Hein Online

Interesting Sources Part 1
- UN EU WHO WTO Universal Human Rights
- IndexSSRN (Social Science Research Network)
- ECtHR HUDOC and How to use HUDOC Google Scholar

Interesting Sources Part 2
- Archiv of the Max Planck Institute for Comparative Public Law and International Law
- World Court Digest
- Dictionary of International Law
- Summaries of Judgments, AO of the ICJ

Westlaw
- Direct link to Westlaw
- IF WESTLAW DOES NOT WORK, PLEASE USE BAR PLEASE USE
- Disable popups, see
- A. What is Westlaw
- B. Searching for cases
- C. Searching for materials
- D. How to find SP
- Enable popups
Drone deaths violate human rights: the applicability of the ICCPR to civilian deaths caused by drones / Jessica Lynn Corsi

Author: Jessica Lynn Corsi
Year: 2017
In: International human rights law review, ISSN 2213-1027
vol. 6, issue 2, page 205-241

Note: Includes abstract

Keyword: Indigenous peoples; Human rights; Unmanned vehicles; Death; Targeted killings; Civil and political rights; Human life; population; International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (New York, 16 December 1966)

Systematic code: Human rights; Peace and security
1. Drone deaths violate human rights: the applicability of the ICCPR to civilian deaths caused by drones
Corsi, Jessica Lynn / In: International Human Rights Law Review; vol. 6, afl. 2, pag. 205-241 / 2017
Copy paste the title words from PPL to Smartcat!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drone deaths violate human rights : the applicability of the ICCPR in Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Smartcat suggests searching in the field title words
Drone Deaths Violate Human Rights: The Applicability of the ICCPR to Civilian Deaths Caused by Drones

by Jessica Lynn Corsi

Article 2017 | No other editions or formats


This article argues that the thousands of lethal drone strikes conducted since 2001 violate the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), and in particular, the right to... Read More

Held by: University of Groningen

View full text

Drone Deaths Violate Human Rights: The Applicability of the ICCPR to Civilian Deaths Caused by Drones

by Jessica Lynn Corsi

Article 2017


Held by: University of Groningen
International Law: Search Strategies and Techniques

Step 1: Preparation
- Define your topic: Use textbooks
- Determine search terms
  - Dictionaries: Use the Reference Box on the homepage e.g. Parry & Grant encyclopaedic dictionary of international law
  - Encyclopedia: Use the Max Planck Encyclopedia Of Public International Law on the Specific Databases Tab

Step 2: Select Databases and Catalogues
- General Library Catalogue (Smartcat) only to be used for:
  - Checking whether material is available
  - First orientation on your topic
    - Not only Scientific Publications
    - Not every journal is indexed!
- Specialized (Literature) Databases
  - Peace Palace Library Catalogue
    - Use the link on the Specific Databases Tab
    - Use the hyperlinks in the titles to find related publications
    - Use smartcat to find specific titles
- Specialized Databases and Websites
  - Interesting links: (also on the Databases Tab)
    - UN EU WHO WTO Universal Human Rights Index
    - SSRN (Social Science Research Network) ECHR
    - HUDOC and How to use HUDOC Google Scholar

Step 3: Searching for Publications
- Trouble Shooting: Too many publications
  - Specify with more search terms (AND)
  - Search within specific fields (title words, subject keywords)
  - Use more specific search terms
  - Use limiters, e.g. period
  - Use the NOT operator to exclude terms
- Trouble Shooting: Too few publications
  - Think of synonyms (OR)
  - Look up official terms (dictionaries, handbooks, encyclopedia)
  - Use truncation cognit* child*
  - Check the reference list of articles that you have found

Please contact us when you keep having problems using the search strategies and techniques! See the contact tab in this libguide.
**International Law: Search Strategies and Techniques**

**Step 1: Preparation**
- Define your topic: Use textbooks
- Determine search terms
  - Dictionaries: Use the Reference Box on the home page e.g. Parry & Grant encyclopaedic dictionary of international law
  - Encyclopedia: Use the Max Planck Encyclopedia Of Public International Law on the Specific Databases Tab

**Step 2: Select Databases and Catalogues**
- General Library Catalogue (Smartcat) only to be used for:
  - Checking whether material is available
  - First orientation on your topic
    - Not only Scientific Publications
    - Not every journal is indexed!
- Specialized (Literature) Databases
  - Peace Palace Library Catalogue
    - Use the link on the Specific Databases Tab
    - Use the hyperlinks in the titles to find related publications
    - Use smartcat to find specific titles

**Step 3: Searching for Publications**
- Trouble Shooting: Too many publications
  - Specify with more search terms (AND)
  - Use more specific search terms
  - Use limits, e.g. period
  - Use the NOT operator to exclude terms
- Trouble Shooting: Too few publications
  - Think of synonyms (OR)
  - Look up official terms (dictionaries, handbooks, encyclopedia)
  - Use truncation cognit* child*
  - Check the reference list of articles that you have found

Please contact us when you keep having problems using these strategies and techniques! See the contact tab in this libguide.

Compile your list of interesting Keywords:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword 1</th>
<th>Keyword 2</th>
<th>Keyword 3</th>
<th>Keyword 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Interesting links: (also on the Databases Tab)
- UN EU WHO WTO Universal Human Rights Index
- SSRN (Social Science Research Network) ECHHR
- HUDOC and How to use HUDOC Google Scholar
Step 1: Preparation

- Define your topic: Use textbooks
- Determine search terms
  - Dictionaries: Use the Reference Box on the home page e.g.: Parry & Grant encyclopaedic dictionary of international law
  - Encyclopedia: Use the Max Planck Encyclopedia Of Public International Law on the Specific Databases Tab

Step 2: Select Databases and Catalogues

- General Library Catalogue (Smartcat) only to be used for:
  - Checking whether material is available
  - First orientation on your topic
    - Not only Scientific Publications
    - Not every journal is indexed!
- Specialized (Literature) Databases
  - Peace Palace Library Catalogue
    - Use the link on the Specific Databases Tab
    - Use the hyperlinks in the titles to find related publications
    - Use smartcat to find specific titles

Specialized Databases and Websites

- Interesting links (also on the Databases Tab)
  - UN EU WHO WTO Universal Human Rights Index
  - SSRN (Social Science Research Network) ECHIR
  - HUDOC and How to use HUDOC Google Scholar

Step 3: Searching for Publications

- Trouble Shooting: Too many publications
  - Specify with more search terms (AND)
  - Search within specific fields (title words, subjects, keywords)
  - Use more specific search terms
  - Use limiters, e.g. period
  - Use the NOT operator to exclude terms
- Trouble Shooting: Too few publications
  - Think of synonyms (OR)
  - Look up official terms (dictionaries, handbooks, encyclopedia)
  - Use truncation cognit+ child+
  - Check the reference list of articles that you have found

Please contact us when you keep having problems using the search strategies and techniques! See the contact tab in this libguide.
More Information on Search Techniques

- SmartCat Libguide Tab: Search Tips
  Information on boolean operators etc. in smartcat
- Information Literacy Libguide Tab: Searching and Finding
  Boolean operators and other tips in general

Powerpoint Presentation April 2018
Will be added soon

Tips for Effective Search Strategies video
There is no such think as the perfect search, don't be afraid to try different options to see which techniques works best!

Online Research: Tips for Eff...

Boolean Operators

OR = 1 CONCEPT OR ANOTHER

Searching Databases Effectively
You are probably not getting the perfect results the first time, so try different combinations of your search terms!
Alternative search techniques

• Commentaries on Treaties
In General

Textbooks: Consult a textbook when you start with a specific topic that is still (partly) unknown to you. When reading textbooks etc. note down document references. A document reference is a good starting point to find literature.

Journal Articles: Journal articles will point to relevant sources law, key concepts and legal developments. These journal articles contain furthermore: book reviews, bibliographic information, reports of cases. Yearbooks are useful for orientation, quick reference and the development in a specific field of law.

Commentaries: Commentaries on different treaties are also very interesting sources for information, references etc.

- List of Commentaries
List of commentaries


Commentary on the additional protocols of 8 June 1977 to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 13.021 17

The United Nations Convention against Torture : a commentary / Manfred Nowak 13.021 18

Commentaries on arms control treaties / Stuart Maslen 13.021 26

The Vienna Conventions on the law of treaties : a commentary / Olivier Corten 13.021 34 (1) + 13.021 34 (2)

The international covenant on civil and political rights : cases, materials, and commentary / Sarah Joseph, Jenny 13.021 27


The UN Genocide Convention : a commentary / ed. by Paola Gaeta. 13.021 32


The Statute of the International Court of Justice : a commentary / ed. by Andreas Zimmermann 13.304 30

International investment law : a handbook / edited by Prof. Dr. Marc Bungenberg 13.350 37

The Oxford handbook of international investment law / ed. by Peter Muchlinski 13.350 28

Commentaries on selected model investment treaties / ed. by Chester Brown. 13.351 10

The Oxford handbook of international environmental law / ed. by Daniel Bodansky 13.401 2


International human rights law / Javaid Rehman 13.451 7
Article 38(1) of the Statute of the International Court of Justice is widely recognised as the most authoritative and complete statement as to the sources of international law.

- International conventions;
- International custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law;
- The general principle of law recognised by civilised nations;
- Judicial decisions;
- Teachings of the most highly qualified publicists of the various nations

A.1 International Conventions: United Nations Treaty series

- Charter of the United Nations
- Statute of the International Court of Justice
- UNTS (United Nations Treaties Series)
- More information on the United Nations Treaties
- More Practical Information about the United Nations
- League of Nations

A.2 Other International Conventions

- CARICOM
- ECvHR
- EISIL
- European Social Charter
- CoE Treaty Office
- Free Trade Agreements database
- Hague Conventions
- Index to Treaties
- International Commercial Arbitration
- International Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes
- NAFTA
- Other Treaties Module
- UNIDROIT
- Verdragenbank
- WTO agreements
- Institut de Droit International
Article 38(1) of the Statute of the International Court of Justice is widely recognised as the most authoritative and complete statement as to the sources of international law.

a) International conventions;

b) International custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law;

c) The general principle of law recognised by civilised nations;

d) Judicial decisions;

e) Teachings of the most highly qualified publicists of the various nations

---

**D Judicial Decisions: ICC**

- ICC
- More information (MPEPIL)

**D African Court on Human and People’s Rights**

- African Court

**D Hybrid Courts and other Internationalised domestic courts and tribunals**

- SC-SL
- ECCC
- STL-TSL

**D Judicial Decisions: National Courts**

- International Law in Domestic Courts
  
  Jurisprudence on international law matters from countries around the world

---

**D Judicial Decisions: Tribunals**

- ICTR
- Case Law ICTR
- More information: ICTR
- ICTY
- More information: ICTY

**D Inter-American Court of Human Rights**

- IACIHR
- IACionHR

**D Judicial decisions: Arbitration**

- PCA
- More information: PCA
- ICSID
- SCCInstitute
Last but not least: Interesting BLOGS on the News Tab
WHAT AM I DOING?
Ingrid Bennigsen

Joost Driesens
Energierecht (Energy Law), Recht en ICT (Law and IT), Rechtsfilosofie (Philosophy of Law), Rechtssociologie (Sociology of Law), Politicologie (Political Science).